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Abstract: This review summarizes the research to date on chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency (CCSVI). CCSVI was initially defined as a clinical syndrome comprising stenoses of the internal jugular and/or azygos veins, characterized by collateral venous outflows and reduced cerebral blood flow, and was found primarily in patients with multiple sclerosis. However, the published evidence on CCSVI is very discordant. Catheter venography studies gave a regular picture, with the majority of patients with multiple sclerosis presenting with demonstrable outflow abnormalities in the veins draining the central nervous system. The prevalence of these lesions was over 50%, and even higher (about 90%) when more liberal definition of an abnormality or intravascular sonography was used. Further, the results of magnetic resonance venography studies have been quite consistent, in that stenoses of the internal jugular veins have been found in 25%–70% of patients with multiple sclerosis. In contrast, Doppler sonography studies have revealed CCSVI in 0% to 100% of patients. The research is currently suggesting that CCSVI is not a single entity, but rather a group of different anatomic and functional venous abnormalities. Regarding venous outflow from the brain, a patient can present either with diminished inflow to the internal jugular veins resulting from decreased cerebral circulation or with externally compressed or hypoplastic internal jugular veins or stenotic jugular valves. Considering these many faces of CCSVI, it becomes more comprehensible as to why the results of the studies, especially those utilizing Doppler sonography, have been so discordant. Not only were investigators using different diagnostic modalities and distinct protocols, but they were not looking for the same pathology. Since these abnormalities were indeed differently prevalent in patients and healthy controls, the results inevitably became conflicting. This review suggests how future research, preferably using a multimodal approach, should be directed towards clarifying the conflicting results of studies in CCSVI.
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Introduction
Just a few years ago, Zamboni et al reported that almost all patients with multiple sclerosis can be found to have venous abnormalities in the main veins draining the brain and spinal cord, ie, the internal jugular veins (IJVs) and the azygos vein. They called this syndrome, which was not present in healthy controls, chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency (CCSVI). They also put forward the notion that such a venous pathology may have a primary role in initiating multiple sclerosis, through iron toxicity, chronic ischemia of the brain, or another as yet undiscovered pathway. This very controversial hypothesis has managed to stoke ongoing debate in the scientific community. However, with a few exceptions, these results have not been replicated...
in subsequent reports by other investigators. Moreover, the results of later studies are very conflicting, with some supporting a strong association between CCSVI and multiple sclerosis, and others finding either an uncertain relationship or no association at all. Even if meta-analyses of these studies suggested a higher prevalence of CCSVI amongst patients with multiple sclerosis in comparison with healthy controls, these discordant reports have added to the confusion regarding this problem rather than explaining it.

This review summarizes the research on CCSVI in an attempt to explain the conflicting results of the studies. Suggestions are also made as to how future research could be directed to clarify the enigma of CCSVI. At the moment, a potential reader can find a number of reviews on this topic. Unfortunately, these papers are not very helpful in understanding the puzzle. While proponents of CCSVI theory claim that the negative studies have been conducted or interpreted improperly, its opponents suggest quite the contrary. Here an attempt is made to explain how these contradictory reports, seen in a bigger picture, are no longer inconsistent. In order to minimize confusion, incompetent jugular valves (ie, allowing backward flow), which seem to be a distinct vascular pathology, are not discussed. Also, since very little is known about the physiology and pathology of the azygos vein system, abnormalities in this venous territory are not discussed in detail either. Instead, the focus is on venous outflow from the brain through the IJVs and vertebral veins.

**Current knowledge about the anatomy and physiology of the IJVs**

It is well known that the IJVs constitute a primary outflow route from the brain in the supine position, while in the upright position a substantial part of venous outflow is shifted towards the vertebral veins. Still, rather surprisingly, our knowledge about the anatomy and physiology of these veins is incomplete, especially in the setting of neurologic disease. Most of the previous studies focused on localization and the diameter of the IJVs, which can be of importance during their catheterization in critically ill or dialyzed patients. It is also known that these veins are valveless, except for the single valve localized just above the junction with the brachiocephalic vein. These jugular valves, when competent, are thought to play an important role in establishing physiological venous outflow from the brain during increased intrathoracic pressure (eg, coughing, Valsalva maneuver, blunt chest injury, and cardiopulmonary resuscitation). It is also known that incompetent jugular valves are prevalent in patients with transient global amnesia, transient monocular blindness, and Alzheimer’s disease, and thus may play a role in the pathophysiology of these disorders. There are also reports on other structural abnormalities of the IJVs, including fenestrations, duplications, and ectasia, with uncertain meaning of these anomalies.

**Results of catheter venography and IVUS**

Catheter venography, respecting its limitations, should be seen as a reference test, since such an angiographic examination is the gold standard for assessment of the morphology of blood vessels and flow abnormalities in other venous territories. Most of the studies that utilized catheter venography have revealed pathologic venous flow in 95%–100% of patients with multiple sclerosis (Figure 1). Importantly, intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) was found to be very helpful as an adjunct to catheter venography. A combination of venography and IVUS provides a comprehensive assessment of venous anatomy, endoluminal structures, and flow. IVUS has revealed even more lesions than catheter venography, since CCSVI seems to be principally an endoluminal disease. Given that valvular pathology of the IJV is a predominant
CCSVI abnormality, an adequate technique for catheter venography is essential. Nondiluted high-viscosity contrast may overshadow tiny endoluminal webs and membranes. This is probably the reason why investigators who utilized nondiluted contrast found less frequent (55%–70%) pathology in patients with multiple sclerosis. Also, it should be remembered that catheter venography is inadequate to demonstrate external compression of the IJVs by aberrant muscles, because radiologic contrast injected into the vein, even under low pressure, can easily reopen a compressed vein. Consequently, such a vein may appear venographically unchanged. Further, decreased venous flow in the IJVs resulting from poor inflow from cerebral veins cannot be revealed by catheter venography. Similarly, unless an intracranial venogram is performed, atypical anatomy of the cerebral sinuses cannot be demonstrated. Thus, a substantial percentage of CCSVI is likely to be underdiagnosed. Only a few studies have performed catheter venography of the IJVs in healthy controls and in patients with non-neurological diseases. Contrary to the “textbook” knowledge, these studies reveal a surprisingly high prevalence of abnormalities (about 70%), casting doubt on a primary role for CCSVI in the pathogenesis of multiple sclerosis, and also challenging the so-called “negative” CCSVI studies. Unfortunately, precise data regarding the localization and characteristics of venous abnormalities in healthy controls and patients with multiple sclerosis (84 versus 65 individuals) were not published in this paper. Given that it is possible that the lesions were in fact unevenly distributed, it is of particular importance that the authors present this information in their next paper. These data should also be interpreted with caution considering the definition of stenosis applied, ie, 50% narrowing of the vein relative to the largest normal segment in the supine position.

**Results of magnetic resonance venography studies**

Magnetic resonance venography (MRV) is usually considered an objective and not operator-dependent diagnostic modality. Using MRV, the IJV can be evaluated from its origin inside the skull (which cannot be done by ultrasound) to its junction with the brachiocephalic vein. Thus, it might...
have been expected that research using this technique would give a concise picture. However, the published evidence is quite discordant. While some researchers demonstrated obvious abnormalities, others were unable to demonstrate lesions. MRV is actually not a single imaging technique, but rather a collection of very different diagnostic modalities. Bearing this in mind, it is easier to comprehend differences between the results of the trials. MRV studies on the IJVs can be categorized into three main groups, ie, those looking at morphology of these veins,32,36–40 functional magnetic resonance evaluating flow,41 and magnetic resonance techniques evaluating both morphology and flow.36,42–44 Further, current magnetic resonance imaging is not very good at demonstrating pathology of the jugular valves (catheter venography studies tell us that this is the most common CCSVI abnormality).25,27–29,45 These valves are tiny structures, which are not easily visible on standard magnetic resonance images. Also, artifacts resulting from respiratory and cardiac movements routinely blur the area of the jugular valves, as does gadolinium contrast. Conventional MRV that primarily focuses on the morphology of the vein can easily reveal a narrowing of its upper segment and also a flattening of its middle portion (usually caused by external muscular compression, but also seen in dehydrated patients). However, intraluminal stenoses of the IVJs resulting from structural abnormalities of the valves are not routinely visualized by MRV.

Morphological abnormalities of the IJV primarily flattening of its upper portion at the level of C1 (Figure 2) and less frequently stenoses in the lower neck have been found in 25%–70% of patients with multiple sclerosis.30,32,36,37,39,40,44,46 Compression of the upper IJV was also found by MRV studies in 15%–50% of healthy individuals.30,32,37,40,46 Further, a similar prevalence and localization of IJV stenoses in healthy controls were revealed by computed tomography angiographic studies.47,48 Nonetheless, a pathological role of flattening of the upper IJV remains elusive. Importantly, patients with progressive multiple sclerosis were found to have more magnetic resonance abnormalities of the IJVs than those presenting with a nonprogressive course of disease.37 Also, a flattening of the middle part of the IJV was more prevalent in patients with multiple sclerosis than in healthy controls.49 The other abnormality that could be revealed by means of MRV was the presence of enlarged venous collaterals in the neck.30,37,39,40,49 Such collaterals were found more often in patients with multiple sclerosis than in healthy controls.37,40 However, such an increased collateral outflow has also been seen in patients with migraine,41 and is probably an anomalous collateral outflow pattern that is not specific for multiple sclerosis. The reported prevalence of magnetic resonance abnormalities depends largely on the definition of pathology used, which may explain differences between the studies. Still, most of the morphological MRV studies did not find substantial differences between patients with multiple sclerosis and healthy controls, irrespective of whether or not they utilized contrast-enhanced MRV, noncontrast imaging (such as time-of-flight technique) (Figures 3 and 4), or a combination of these tests. However, it is possible that the researchers were not using optimal imaging protocols. One study that used more sophisticated IJV-dedicated magnetic resonance protocols revealed more stenoses in patients with multiple sclerosis (55% and 61%) than in a control group (5% and 10%).38

To date, few magnetic resonance studies evaluating flow in the IJVs and other neck veins have been published. There are several important problems related to proper evaluation of venous flow in the IJVs that have to be solved. For example, pulsatility of venous flow depending on the cardiac cycle and respiratory movements should be considered when interpreting magnetic resonance data.50,51 There are some
papers describing IJV flow in healthy people. A phase-contrast magnetic resonance imaging study revealed abnormal flow (strictly unilateral venous cerebral drainage, without any contralateral IJV flow) in 45% of healthy individuals.51 Other researchers studied flow characteristics in the IJVs of patients with multiple sclerosis by means of two-dimensional phase contrast magnetic resonance imaging. They found that stenoses indicated by morphological MRV significantly affected flow, in that those patients with multiple sclerosis diagnosed to have stenoses showed significantly reduced jugular venous flow compared with patients who did not have stenoses.44 In addition, localization of stenoses in the lower part of the IJV led to more severe reduction of flow.42,43 Interestingly, total arterial flow was not different between multiple sclerosis patients with and without stenoses,42,44 so cerebral venous outflow in “stenotic” patients with multiple sclerosis was probably shifted from the IJVs to an alternative venous network. However, it is noteworthy that one study using functional magnetic resonance flow assessment did not reveal a significant difference in flow between patients with multiple sclerosis and healthy controls (the controls did not have statistically significant higher flow volume).52 Still, in this study, patients with severe narrowing of the IJV were not assessed separately, as they were in other similar studies.42–44

The fact that the IJVs were evaluated only in the supine position (most magnetic resonance units cannot examine standing or sitting patients) appears to be the main limitation of current MRV studies. Doppler sonography, on the contrary, can assess these veins both in the supine and upright body positions. There have been some attempts to evaluate IJVs in sitting patients,46 but the methodology is still in its infancy.

**Results of Doppler sonographic studies**

Until the seminal paper by Zamboni et al,1 most of the sono- graphic studies of the IJVs evaluated the localization and diameter of these veins. The authors did not observe occluded or severely narrowed veins, and even if they did, such an occlusion was very rare (1%–4% of occluded IJVs due to thrombosis after many prior cannulations in critically ill or dialyzed patients).53–55 Similarly, no occluded or severely narrowed IJVs were found in a study that utilized computed tomography.56 Hypoplastic IJVs (cross-sectional area less than 30 mm²) were either not seen in healthy people57 or revealed only in a minority (11.1%) of subjects.37 In another study, small IJVs, defined as having a cross-sectional area less than 40 mm², were found in 28% of healthy controls.58 There were

---

**Figure 6** Compression of middle part of the internal jugular vein by adjacent muscles.

**Figure 7** Flow patterns in middle part of the internal jugular vein in the supine position. (A) Normal flow (constant and monodirectional), (B) patent vein but no flow is detected, and (C) anomalous flow (bidirectional, peaks of flow not related to cardiac and respiratory cycles).
also some studies of jugular valves. Most of the IJVs have a valve localized in the distal portion of the vein, just above the junction with the brachiocephalic vein (Figure 5). Absent jugular valves (in about 10% of people examined) were seen more often on the left side. In most healthy individuals, the IJVs constitute the main outflow route from the brain in the supine position. Only a minority of healthy people (about 6%) present with an alternative cerebral venous outflow pattern. Alternative outflow pathways through the vertebral veins and deep cervical veins seem to be more prevalent in patients with multiple sclerosis and in older subjects. It was rare in patients with clinically isolated syndrome than in patients with an established diagnosis of multiple sclerosis. The prevalence of CCVSI detected in patients with multiple sclerosis either using the original Zamboni criteria also revealed pathological venous outflow in patients with multiple sclerosis. The prevalence of CCVSI detected in patients with multiple sclerosis and controls revealed the same prevalence of CCVSI in both groups. Further, alternative outflow pathways through the vertebral veins and deep cervical veins seem to be more prevalent in patients with multiple sclerosis. The prevalence of small IJVs (cross-sectional area less than 40 mm²) was similar in patients with multiple sclerosis and healthy controls. Interestingly, an increased prevalence of sonographic signs of CCSVI was also found in patients with Meniere’s disease.

Unfortunately, recent sonographic studies of the IJVs have focused primarily on the potential association of CCSVI with multiple sclerosis, instead of trying to understand how sonographic findings (morphology of the vein and flow characteristics) alter in the setting of impaired jugular drainage. Different patient ages and the clinical characteristics of multiple sclerosis may partially explain the lack of congruent results in the studies. In addition, the majority of authors did not verify the results of Doppler sonography against a more reliable diagnostic test, such as catheter angiography or IVUS. The researchers assessing the IJVs at different levels, used different definitions of normal and abnormal veins, used different sonographic machines, and the sonographers had very different experience in studying the IJVs (it is obvious that some of them evaluated these veins in a manner similar to that used for examination of the carotid arteries). Some of these studies were blinded, ie, the authors did not know whether they were evaluating a patient with multiple sclerosis or a healthy control, while other trials were not designed in this way. However, blinding did not appear to be very helpful. The prevalence of CCSVI in patients with multiple sclerosis in blinded studies, although not as high as in nonblinded ones, was also very different, ie, 70%–80%, 40%–60%, 33%, 10%–30%, 58%–81% less than 5%, 32%, 89%, 92% to 0%, 35%, 93%–96% CCSVI was seen to be more prevalent in older subjects and in patients with progressive multiple sclerosis. It was rare in patients with clinically isolated syndrome and less frequent in clinically isolated syndrome than in patients with an established diagnosis of multiple sclerosis. Many authors did not find sonographic signs of CCSVI in healthy controls.

Why were the results of Doppler sonography studies so inconsistent?

While the high incompatibility of studies on CCSVI may, to some degree, explain why the results are so contrasting, the different protocols used still do not provide a full answer. It is well known that Doppler sonography is a very operator-dependent
test. This imaging technique is far more accurate when examining arteries, where high-velocity flow facilitates the assessment. Testing veins with low-velocity flows driven by low-pressure gradients is far more difficult, perhaps with the exception of detection of thrombus. It was also known that an individual in a mildly dehydrated state (such as after fasting overnight) is more likely to meet sonographic criteria for CCSVI, and that in the majority of such individuals an abnormal sonographic pattern is no longer seen after appropriate rehydration.101 Similarly, in one study of a number of individuals, the initial diagnosis of CCSVI could not be reconfirmed at follow-up. Also, initially CCSVI-negative patients later presented with sonographic signs of CCSVI.102 Further, head rotation can significantly affect flow in the IJVs, especially in patients with multiple sclerosis,103 which can be a source of inadequate Doppler sonography results. Appropriate assessment of the IJVs and other neck veins, with no generally accepted sonographic protocol for such an examination, is a real challenge. There are also other problems that diminish the accuracy of Doppler sonography in this area. CCSVI seems to be primarily a hemodynamic disorder. In other venous territories, hemodynamic abnormalities can be assessed sonographically using tests that increase or decrease flow or evoke reflux, eg, manual compression, the Valsalva maneuver, and the Paraná maneuver. Still, no such testing is possible to change cerebral venous outflow without potentially doing harm to the patient. Reflux in the IJV during the Valsalva maneuver is a very distinct abnormality, and not related to CCSVI (as we currently define this clinical entity). It is also known that evoking jugular reflux may result in such neurological sequelae as transient global amnesia or transient monocular blindness.11–15

Despite all the above mentioned limitations of Doppler sonography, the results of the studies in CCSVI should theoretically be more congruent. Some researchers have reported good reproducibility of sonography in detecting CCSVI.102,103 Of note, reproducibility has been shown to be better between trained sonographers.103 However, others found that, for some CCSVI criteria (reflux in deep cerebral veins and no flow detectable in the IJVs or vertebral veins), the agreement between sonographers was no greater than chance. Agreement for other sonographic criteria was also very low.104

In contrast with the discordant results of Doppler sonographic studies, catheter venography trials gave a more regular picture, with the majority of patients with multiple sclerosis showing demonstrable outflow abnormalities in the IJVs. The prevalence of these lesions was over 50%30,32,33 and was even higher (about 90%) when more liberal definition of an abnormality or IVUS were used.1,20–27,104 Similarly, the results of MRV studies were quite consistent, ie, IJV stenoses were found in 25%–70% of patients with multiple sclerosis,30,32,36,37,39,40,44,46,49 which is comparable with the results of catheter venography. A lower frequency of IJV abnormalities revealed by MRV probably resulted from the fact that this imaging modality cannot precisely assess the jugular valve, which is the most common site of CCSVI pathology. Also, the presence of enlarged venous collaterals in the neck in a patient with multiple sclerosis revealed by means of MRV30,37,39,40,49 suggests impaired outflow through the principal route, ie, the IJVs. Conversely, a number of sonographic studies were either unable to demonstrate a single vascular lesion35,93–96 or they found abnormalities in a minority of patients with multiple sclerosis.12,52,58,81–92 Thus, if currently used sonographic criteria for CCSVI were reliable, most of the studies should have revealed abnormalities as frequently as catheter venography did, ie, over 50% of multiple sclerosis patients with significant lesions and about 90% with minor anomalies. However, only some studies revealed such a prevalence in patients with multiple sclerosis. Obviously, current sonographic CCSVI criteria,1,2,58 even those that have been recently modified,105 are not good enough to evaluate patients correctly.26,78 However, some sonographers, even in blinded studies, have been able to reveal a frequency of CCSVI that was probably roughly correct,37,79,80 while others have reported an unreliably low prevalence of CCSVI.86,89,90

Figure 8 Opposite flow directions in the internal jugular vein demonstrated by color Doppler sonography (black arrow). Red and blue colors are not resulting from the so-called aliasing (white arrow is pointing to a region of aliasing on the right side of figure). Such a phenomenon of different colors revealed by sonography was either interpreted as reflux, or monodirectional vortical flow, or an artifact resulting from improper angle of insonation. However, it is possible that different colors are actually the manifestation of separated flow regions and development of Lagrangian coherent structures.
Looking more closely at the methodologies of these studies, one should conclude that even if the authors performed the studies properly, their interpretation of the sonographic findings was different. The only objective parameter in the current set of CCSVI criteria is the difference in IJV cross-sectional area between the supine and upright positions, which is assumed to be pathological if it is zero or negative. However, this parameter is actually not different between healthy and abnormal IJVs. It has recently been suggested that the flow volume in the IJV should be assessed perhaps instead of the ACSCA, and assumed to be pathological if it is higher in the upright position than in the supine position. There is also much controversy surrounding sonographic study of the cerebral veins. Given that magnetic resonance perfusion studies revealed abnormal flow in the cerebral veins of patients with multiple sclerosis, CNS sonographic examination should also find an abnormal flow pattern, at least in some of these patients. However, detection of reflux in the deep cerebral veins is very difficult and requires considerable expertise, so it is likely that only some of the published studies are trustworthy and that others should be discussed with caution. Other sonographic criteria, such as stenosis, reflux in the IJV, and no flow detectable in the IJV are far less objective. Importantly, the description of these criteria in current guidelines is not precise, allowing liberal interpretation of the test. Consequently, the same patient can be diagnosed CCSVI-positive or CCSVI-negative using the same sonographic criterion but a different interpretation. Which approach to the unraveling of Doppler sonography is actually correct? Let us summarize what we have learned about venous outflow from the brain during the last few years.

CCSVI was initially defined as a clinical syndrome comprising stenoses of the jugular and/or azygos veins, characterized by collateral venous outflow and reduced cerebral blood flow. However, we now know that CCSVI, defined as an abnormal outflow from the brain and spinal cord, is not a single entity, but rather a group of different anatomic and functional abnormalities, that in some individuals even come together. In a case of pathological venous outflow from the brain, some patients present with diminished inflow to the IJV resulting from decreased cerebral venous flow, primarily caused by neurologic disease (e.g., reduced cerebral metabolism, brain atrophy), from atypical anatomy of the cerebral sinuses (such as hypoplasia of one or both of transversal and/or sigmoid sinuses), or a combination of these. In some individuals, one or both IJVs are found to be externally compressed, usually by aberrant adjacent muscles (Figure 6). Such compression may also result

Table 1: Prevalence of particular abnormalities resulting in pathological flows in the IJVs in patients with multiple sclerosis, patients with other neurologic diseases, and healthy controls, according to published data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IJV abnormality</th>
<th>Patients with MS</th>
<th>Patients with other neurologic disease</th>
<th>Healthy individuals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduced cerebral venous outflow</td>
<td>Prevalence unknown, probably more frequent in MS patients with longstanding disease</td>
<td>Prevalence unknown</td>
<td>Prevalence unknown, most likely very rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atypical anatomy of transverse and sigmoid sinuses</td>
<td>Prevalence unknown, but some papers suggest that it may be as high as 20%</td>
<td>Prevalence unknown, probably quite common in headache patients and those with Parkinson’s disease</td>
<td>Prevalence unknown, may be as high as 5%–30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External compression of upper part of IJV (C1, C2 vertebrae and/or digastric muscle)</td>
<td>Prevalence unknown</td>
<td>Prevalence unknown</td>
<td>Prevalence unknown, 15%-50%, depending on definition of stenosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External compression of middle part of IJV (weak venous wall or omohyoid muscle)</td>
<td>Prevalence – 30%, often in combination with jugular valve pathology</td>
<td>Prevalence unknown</td>
<td>Prevalence unknown, probably uncommon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypoplastic IJV (cross-sectional area &lt; 30 mm²)</td>
<td>Probably –10%</td>
<td>Prevalence unknown</td>
<td>Rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stenotic jugular valve</td>
<td>Hemodynamically relevant stenosis of the valve seen in ~70% of patients, mild stenoses in ~95% (results of catheter venography and IVUS)</td>
<td>Prevalence unknown</td>
<td>Prevalence unknown, most likely common (about 70%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrombotic occlusion of IJV</td>
<td>Rare (may be seen in patients who have undergone endovascular treatment for CCSVI)</td>
<td>Prevalence unknown, most likely very rare</td>
<td>Extremely rare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: These numbers should be interpreted with caution, since most of the studies cited have not been primarily designed to evaluate such prevalences.

Abbreviations: CCSVI, chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency; IVUS, intravascular ultrasound; IJV, internal jugular vein; MS, multiple sclerosis.
from reduced rigidity of the venous wall that, for reasons not presently well understood, perhaps altered composition of collagen fibers, is seen in some patients with multiple sclerosis.\textsuperscript{37,114} Further, some patients are found to have hypoplastic IJVs.\textsuperscript{57,114} Still, the pathology that is most often seen is a stenotic “over-competent” jugular valve.\textsuperscript{25,27–29,45,57,66,77} Such a pathological valve has been found in 70%–90% of patients with multiple sclerosis and also in many healthy controls.\textsuperscript{33,35} Considering these many faces of CCSVI, it becomes more comprehensible why the results of prevalence studies have been so discordant. Not only were the authors using different diagnostic modalities and distinct protocols, but (probably more importantly) they were not actually looking for the same pathology. Since these abnormalities were indeed differently prevalent between patients and healthy controls (Table 1), the results were inevitably conflicting.

The next issue is how to improve the accuracy of Doppler sonography and to construct a more appropriate set of sonographic criteria that would allow better discrimination between a pathological IJV and a healthy vein. It is well known that a particular vascular abnormality can affect sonographic findings in other veins. By extrapolation, sonographic examination is likely to reveal a similar phenomenon in a case of pathological flow in the IJV. However, it is also possible that in this unique venous territory (most of the veins are valveless, with negative hydrostatic pressure in the upright position), a peculiar sonographic pattern will be revealed (Figure 7).

Table 2 summarizes how structural and functional abnormalities could theoretically affect the results of sonographic investigation. Given that an individual can present with more than one abnormality, a combination may result in an even more atypical outflow pattern. Sonographic abnormalities accompanying stenotic jugular valves seem to be of particular interest. These can probably be categorized into two main groups (very likely with no strict boundary between them), ie, stenotic valves that do not significantly restrict flow and valves that severely reduce outflow. A functional MRV study revealed significant IJV flow impairment in 46% of 200 patients with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IJV abnormality</th>
<th>Doppler sonography findings</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduced cerebral venous outflow</td>
<td>Decreased flow velocity in both IJVs</td>
<td>Probably in many cases reduced flow will not be detected by standard Doppler sonography, since the vein can adjust to diminished flow through shrinking; quantitative flow assessment should be helpful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atypical anatomy of transverse and sigmoid sinuses</td>
<td>Extremely asymmetric flow in the IJVs or no flow in one IJV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External compression of upper part of the IJV (C1, C2 vertebrae and/or digastric muscle)</td>
<td>If unilateral: extremely asymmetric flow in the IJVs or no flow in one IJV If bilateral: predominant outflow through vertebral veins in the supine body position</td>
<td>In some cases flow can normalize with head rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External compression of middle part of the IJV (weak venous wall or omohyoid muscle)</td>
<td>Narrowing of the middle part of IJV (rather ellipsoid than pinpoint), which may disappear during such maneuvers as opening of the mouth or head rotation Collateral flow through external jugular vein, thyroid veins, and other cervical veins</td>
<td>Narrowing may diminish with Valsalva maneuver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypoplastic IJV</td>
<td>Small diameter of the IJV that does not increase during the Valsalva maneuver The vein can be completely collapsed with the presence of collateral outflow network</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stenotic jugular valve (minor stenosis)</td>
<td>Increased flow velocity at the level of jugular valve, with steady flow in the middle part of the IJV</td>
<td>In some cases collateral flow through external jugular vein, thyroid veins and other cervical veins can be seen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stenotic jugular valve (major stenosis)</td>
<td>Either a patent vein with no flow detectable or patent vein with regions characterized by different flow velocities and flow direction or the vein that is completely collapsed</td>
<td>In some cases collateral flow through external jugular vein, thyroid veins, and other cervical veins can be seen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrombotic occlusion of IJV</td>
<td>Typical signs of venous thrombosis: no flow, noncompressible vein, filling defect inside the vein, with echogenicity depending on age of thrombus</td>
<td>In some cases collateral flow through external jugular vein, thyroid veins, and other cervical veins can be seen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \textsuperscript{*}Importantly, these are theoretical conjectures that should be validated by future research.

Abbreviation: IJV, internal jugular vein.
Demonstration of such different regions is likely to be a sign of different flow velocity and opposite flow directions (Figure 8).** Importantly, Doppler sonography should easily reveal regions with flow restriction demonstrated by MRV studies** which is a non-Newtonian fluid), there is a development of flow recirculation, stagnation, and separation can occur.** It is likely that “reflux”, that has been demonstrated in many CCSVI studies, is actually a manifestation of separated flow regions in the IJV. An IVUS study has already described intraluminal “hyperechoic filling defects” in the area of the jugular valve in patients with multiple sclerosis.** Most likely, these structures were not thrombi (no thrombi were detected by any of the venography studies), but rather separate regions of static blood. Such separate regions, characterized by low-velocity flows, have already been demonstrated in abdominal and cerebral aneurysms.** It is likely that they may also be found in other blood vessels with turbulent flow.** The non-Newtonian nature of blood probably favors such a flow separation. Importantly, Lagrangian coherent structures are not of an anatomic nature. Although real, they are mathematical constructs and in many cases will not be revealed by catheter venography. Radiologic contrast has physical properties that are different from those of the blood, and outflow of injected contrast is usually less turbulent. Development of Lagrangian coherent structures after contrast injection in most cases would require a different geometry of the vein and its valve. However, Doppler sonography should easily reveal regions with different flow velocity and opposite flow directions (Figure 8).** Demonstration of such different regions is likely to be a sign of flow separation and the restriction caused by the jugular valve or other intraluminal abnormalities (eg, flaps or webs) of the IJV. Future research, preferably using a multimodal approach, should validate these theoretical conjectures, which are summarized in Table 2. Hopefully, using such studies, a useful protocol for sonographic assessment of the IJVs could be designed.
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